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If you didn't record the ride, did it really happen?
No leg warmers, no base layers, no jacket required. Gotta like it! Too many to mention this morning but most of the usual suspects
showed up. Relatively-tame on the climb, although I dropped off a bit with Kevin, hoping that a slightly-more-moderate pace might
help keep his seizures at bay (he had none this ride, only some double-vision which is caused by his meds from time to time).
OK, getting to the issue of whether something actually happened if you didn't record it. I'm hooked on technology; I carry an
iPhone4s, Garmin 800 GPS computer, Trek Node 1 computer, Contour Roam video camera and often a separate Fuji EX200r
camera as well. But what do you do with all that information? Why Strava it, of course. Uploading your rides to Strava you can
compete against yourself and anybody else who has ever done any particular segment of your ride. That's right, Strava automatically
times you, starting & stopping at the relevant points as determined by your GPS unit (whether iPhone or Adroid or Garmin).
Check out the page I've put up for "Club" Chain Reaction. Quite a few of my Sunday 60-110 milers, along with a couple of the
Tuesday/Thursday-morning rides. You might find something in there that looks a bit different than you've done before and give it a
try. Or you might want to compare your own times to those of others... many, many, many others. It really is addictive.
And there's another site you can upload your rides to, and have good deeds come from it. Plus3Network (that link will show you my
Mt. Hamilton ride) gives credit to various charitable organization for each mile you ride, with the money coming from Sponsors like
us, and going to the Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition or Team in Training.
I'm hooked. Chances are you will be too. Both +3 and Strava offer free iPhone apps (probably Android too) that make it easy. Keep
in mind elevation data won't be as accurate; the iPhone overestimated the climbing on Sunday's Mt. Hamilton loop by about 500ft,
which is pretty typical of units that don't have a barometer built in (like the Garmin 500 & 800).
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